Chinese and Western Combinations
Aquarius (Tiger) Month
Combination with Snake Year:
"Understood" Uranus, Air, Fixed
"Feel" Yang-Negative Fire
Characteristics:
Compassion,
Individuality,
Cruelty,
Exclusiveness,
Thoughtlessness,
Clairvoyance,
Independence,
Presumption,
Tolerance, Disobedience, Neurosis, Laziness,
Discretion, Sagacity, Attractiveness, Extravagance,
Originality, Separateness, Charity, Eccentricity,
Dissimulation, Intuition, Vision, Cupidity

In addition to being aware of events, this combination frequently sees them coming
ahead of time. The smile that is always on their face is real with the emphasis on real
because this person is a realist. This combination has desires that are grounded in
actuality and never desires items which they know full well they will never have. That
does not prevent the Aquarius-Snake from seriously desiring possessions. Perhaps
the best way to summarize the Aquarius-Snake is that they are intelligent optimists. Of
course, summaries leave out a lot of details and in the case of this combination there
are some important ones. They are, for example, a bit more than intelligent. They are
not only extremely clever intellectually, but they are also intuitive. It is just that they
know what they can actually have. They have an amazingly clear thinking mind and
enjoy going after goals. They are excellent at the art of seduction, for example. They
love to have an enjoyable game of chess resulting in checkmate. The Aquarius-Snake
is not a materialistic person. They are more subliminal than material. Their internal life
is far more meaningful to them than objects. They travel the world and have exotic
escapades all in the psyche. That is where the smile comes from and that is why they
are magnetic personalities. The Aquarius-Snake has a pretty clear notion in advance,
of course, as to what their chances of success are. They are not into losing. They
have an inborn self-confidence that is actually attractive. Weaving in and out of the
traffic that is called life, they are always playing and seldom losing. They love the new
and the novel and that includes people.
Romance: This combination has a double standard in that they are involved with this
person and that person but are jealous of their partners. The best thing for a mate of
the Aquarius-Snake to do is to leave them alone. It is not wise to restrict their freedom.
Those involved with this combination should be secretive about their comings and
goings. This is necessary out of self-defense; not literally, of course. This combination
is in control of their emotions. The Aquarius-Snake is cerebral and not emotional.
They are calculating and logical. After a thorough process of thinking things through,

they sometimes allow their emotions to show. Their intuition must also approve,
however. Their emotions do not override their intellect. Oddly, the Aquarius-Snake is
frequently carrying on with several people.
Relationships: Pretty much out of the question for compatibility are Taurus, Leo or
Scorpio-Boars. Taurus-Tigers and Leo-Monkeys can be tempting but do not work out
in the long run. Leading the parade in terms of romance are Gemini, Libra and
Sagittarius-Buffalos. Oxen in general are pretty good choices. In the maybe but not
sure category are Aries, Libra and Sagittarius-Roosters. They are worth a try. AriesRabbits are also real possibilities.
Family Life: This combination goes the extra mile for their family and happily makes
adjustments or improvements to their home if their loved ones will be happier. Their
personal appearance is rather dashing. They like to dress in a sexy and brash fashion.
The Aquarius-Snake once again emphasizes the intellect in the case of their home
environment. They are smart enough to want it to work and be reasonably appointed,
but they leave it there. Their psyche is not materialistic and they actually do not worry
much about their home. Of course this combination cares about those they love and
they certainly want them comfortable and secure.
Likelihood: This combination is free flowing and loves their independence. They are
at once artistic and mechanical; feeling comfortable in both environments. The
Aquarius-Snake is exceedingly inquisitive and highly innovative. They have amazing
imaginations coupled with a philosophical thought process. Life is an adventure for
them while at the same time approached with logic and care.
Famous Aquarius/Snakes: Abraham Lincoln, Charles Darwin, Chaim Potok, Carole
King.

